Spontaneous Knee Dislocation Subsequent to Intramedullary Nailing of Femoral Shaft Fracture

Abstract
Knee dislocation is a rare and devastating injury, may cause limb-threatening sequelae if damage to nerves and blood vessels. We describe a case of femoral shaft fracture without initial knee dislocation followed by stabilization with intramedullary nailing. When the patient postoperatively regained consciousness from anesthesia, he had restless agitation that caused an obvious knee dislocation. Emergency physicians need to keep in mind that spontaneous dislocation or relocation of the knee can occur at any point in time after trauma.
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Introduction
Knee dislocations are rarely observed with high-energy trauma, but they usually present potential for neurovascular damage and complex ligament lesions. We describe a case of femoral shaft fracture presented at our emergency department (ED). When the patient postoperatively regained consciousness from anesthesia, he had restless agitation that caused an obvious knee dislocation. It is important for the emergency physician to keep in mind that in some cases high energy is not entirely dissipated by femoral shaft fracture; it may also injure the complex ligaments of the knee joint, resulting in subsequent knee dislocation for various reasons. And we obtained the patient’s informed written consent for print and electronic publication of the case report.

Case Presentation
A 37-year-old man arrived at our ED with a painful left thigh deformity following a motor vehicle accident. On examination, the pulsation and skin color were intact. X-ray of the femur revealed a transverse fracture with comminuted fragments of the middle shaft (Figure 1). He underwent closed reduction and internal fixation with an intramedullary nail for left femoral shaft fracture on the same day. Postoperative X-ray revealed appropriate reduction and nail position as well as normal knee joint alignment (Figure 2). When the patient regained consciousness in the recovery room, his restless agitation caused knee dislocation, resulting in a deformity (Figure 3). The dislocation was reduced with traction under emergent intravenous sedation. Upon re-evaluation of the injured extremity, pulsation as well as skin color and temperature were normal. CT and MRI scans revealed a tear in the anterior and posterior cruciate ligaments and the posterolateral corner complex.

Discussion
Isolated femoral shaft fractures are commonly associated with high-energy trauma, requiring evaluation of both the hip and knee for associated injuries. Concurrent damage to the knee may involve only ligament injury [1], however, the damage may...
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be severe enough to cause knee dislocation [2,3]. The patient usually presents a lower degree of pain and swelling around the knee than the thigh. Unless there is obvious knee deformity because of dislocation, the clinician may overlook knee ligament injury when viewing normal knee radiographs.

Knee dislocation is a rare and devastating injury resulting from either high- or low-energy trauma. High-energy trauma is commonly associated with a dashboard injury, thereby resulting in axial load on the flexed knee. Low-energy trauma often results from athletic injury or morbid obesity [4]. Types of ligament injuries vary; immediate reduction and careful evaluation of neurovascular status have been suggested. Damage to nerves and blood vessels may cause limb-threatening sequelae if neglected. Twaddle et al [5]. Prospectively evaluated soft tissue injury patterns in 60 patients with 63 dislocatable knees and reported the incidence of popliteal artery injury (14%) and peroneal nerve palsy (14%). Because of the occurrence of spontaneous reduction before arrival at the ED, the incidence of knee dislocations is commonly underestimated in 50% cases [6]. During these scenarios, clinicians may fail to evaluate neurovascular injury because of no obvious evidence of knee dislocation in radiographs or gross views. Performing an angiography in the presence of clinically palpable pulses is debatable. Martinez et al [7] reported that in a series of 12 patients with normal peripheral pulses, only 1 had an intimal defect, and none of these patients required surgical intervention. Hence, a good peripheral pulse has been considered as a reliable sign of adequate circulation. Current evidence supports the view that angiography is not essential if the peripheral pulse is normal. A Doppler flow examination can adequately exclude the possibility of vascular injury [8].

The type of complex injury as in our case is rarely reported [2,3]. A literature review indicates that this is the first reported case without initial knee dislocation followed by stabilization with intramedullary nailing of the femoral fracture under intact neurovascular status, but spontaneous knee dislocation occurred when regaining consciousness with restless agitation in the recovery room. To our knowledge, transverse or comminuted shaft fractures are usually due to direct contusion instead of spiral torsion. The energy is usually dissipated over the fracture site without transmission to the soft tissue of the upper and lower joints. Therefore, cases with multiple knee ligament injuries leading to dislocation are rare. After carefully evaluating the mechanism of trauma in this patient, we observed that his lower leg was trapped under the motorcycle, after which his thigh collided directly with a solid object. The torque energy may have occurred because the lower leg was trapped.

In conclusion, this case provides emergency and orthopedic physicians some important perspectives. First, spontaneous dislocation or relocation of the knee can occur at any point in time; frequent and repeated checking of the peripheral pulse is very important. Second, the fracture pattern does not reveal the complete trauma mechanism. There may be more complex mechanisms that should be carefully evaluated by obtaining complete information from the patient.
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Figure 3: Restless agitation caused knee dislocated deformity.